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Ehat: “They Might Have Known That He Was Not a Fallen Prophet“– The Nau

they might have known that
he was not a fallen prophet

the nauvoo journal

of joseph fielding

transcribed and edited by andrew F ehat
in the early spring of 1856
1836 heber C kimball told his fellow
apostle parley P pratt to
arise
go forth in the ministry
thou shalt go to upper canada even to the city of toronto the capital and there thou shalt
find a people prepared for the fulness
falness of the gospel and they shall
and from the things growing our
receive thee
out of this mission
shall the gospel spread into england and cause a great work to be
done in that land

with

this specific direction parley took leave of his wife and
went to canada he soon found john taylor a methodist preacher in toronto and isabella walton a devoted follower they inuced him to joseph mary and mercy fielding emigrants
trod
troduced
from england who had arrived in canada only within the previous
four years 2 initially cold to the apostle and his message the fieldings soon accepted it and were baptized into the church on 21
may 1836
fulness of the
joseph fielding was indeed prepared for the falness
gospel and was soon to become the key person in fulfilling heKim balls prophecy concerning the opening of the english
ber C kimballs
mission during the next year josephs knowledge of the newly
restored gospel increased and he desired to teach his family and
friends in his native england with the encouragement and aid of
his sisters mary and mercy and of his friend john taylor joseph

andrew F ehat is a researcher with the religious studies center brigham young university
parley P pratt autobiography of parley parker pratt ed parley P pratt jr salt lake city
130 31
ap 13031
deseret book company 1938 pp
borson
botson field
born at
fielding
joseph fielding the fourth son and child of john and rachel Ib bocson
ing was bom
bedfordshire
shire england 26 march 1797 mary the sixth child was born 15 april 1801
idon Bedford
Hon
honidon
honiton
and mercy rachel the ninth child was bom
born 15 june 1807 joseph and mercy emigrated to canada
25 march 1832 and mary followed two years later they settled near toronto where parley P pratt
found them in 1836
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wrote to his older brother the reverend james fielding who was
a methodist minister in preston england his letters expounded
the doctrine of the latter day saints and reverend fielding by
reading the letters to his congregation unwittingly prepared them
for the beginning of mormon missionary successes in england
during this time joseph fielding moved to kirtland and there received his missionary call from the prophet joseph smith on 13
june 1837 in company with elder willard richards and apostles
heber C kimball and orson hyde joseph fielding went on the
first LDS mission to england he was forty years old and a priest
in the aaronic priesthood

eight days after they arrived in preston reverend james fielding lost eight of his congregation to baptism by these mormon
missionaries although the reverend himself was never baptized
into the church the baptism of these members of his congregation began the phenomenal growth of the church in england
nine months later on 8 april 1838 as the apostles prepared to
return to the united states they ordained and set apart joseph
fielding as presiding high priest over the church in england

he

remained busy in this significant position for the next twenty
seven months and served tirelessly as president except for a brief
one week rest following his marriage to hannah greenwood on 11
june 1838 even though some of the twelve came to england in
january 1840 joseph fielding continued to act in his position as
president until his release on 6 july 1840 this release granted him
the freedom he yearned for to do missionary work in his native
place of bedford and huntingdon counties over the next thirteen
months he filled various missionary assignments until he was
asked to begin preparations in august 1841 to lead a company of
two hundred saints to zion the trip from liverpool to nauvoo
took two months and included stops at the port of new orleans
and the mississippi river towns of st louis and warsaw
years joseph fielding spent in england he became one of the leaders of mormonism he recorded
those years in meticulous detail in four volumes of his diary

during the four and a half

when joseph arrived in nauvoo being destitute of personal belongings and having to care for his wife and two young children
he did not take the time to record the monotonous struggle to
necessities a struggle which made him equal with
provide basic necessilies
all who were in nauvoo
134
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but december

of a new chapter
in his life a month that he would long remember on 9 december joseph fielding in company with william W phelps levi
richards and cornelius P lott received his endowment 3 these
sacred ordinances introduced by the prophet joseph smith were
to have been administered in the nauvoo temple after it was dedicated but the prophet sensed that he might not live to see the
1843 marked the beginning

temple completed he therefore felt justified in administering
these ordinances to a small group of faithful individuals who
would be competent to officiate in the temple ordinances whether
or not he lived to see the temple completed 4 these ordinances
were conducted by the prophet joseph smith in the private homes
and buildings in upper rooms dedicated to that purpose joseph
fielding was the twenty third of thirty six men who received the
endowment during the lifetime of joseph smith hannah his
wife received her endowment a month earlier on wednesday 1
november 1843 in company with jennetta richards leonora taylor mary ann young and vilate kimball wives of apostles sister kimball and apparently these other women received their
anoint ings that evening in the mansion house from emma smith
anointings

joseph smith journal as kept by willard richards 9 december 1843 joseph smith collection
library archives historical department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
Histoncal department
city utah hereafter referred to as church historical
though the prophet joseph smith expected to administer the ordinances of the endowment
christ of lat
only after the temple was completed see joseph smith history of the church ofjesus
of jesus darest
and ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news 1932 51
ter day saints ed B H roberts 2nd
511
introducing
44608
ducin 9 the ordinances privately
608 hereafter referred to as HC yet he gave two reasons for introducin
introducing
intro
before the dedication the first reason he gave was that he was commanded of god to introduce
the ordinances and the second was that he had premonitions that he might be dead before the
124 95 97
temples completion evidence for the first reason is found in doctrine and covenants 12495
and george millers letter to the north islander dated 26 june 1855 in H W mills de tal palo
tal astilla annual publications historical society of southern california 10 los angeles mcbride
1917 120 21 evidence for the second reason is found in the minutes of the 28
printing company 1917120
april 1842 discourse of joseph smith in A book of records containing the proceedings of the
female relief society of nauvoo pp
Hist oncal department and bathsheba W
ap 36 37 church historical
smiths recollection of possibly this very relief society meeting in recollections of the prophet jo27 salt lake city george Q cannon & sons co 1I june 1892
seph smith juvenile instructor 11
semi weekly 15 february 1884 p 2 see fh
345 lucius N scovil letter to the editor deseret news semiweekly
of justus morse dated 23 march 1887 in charles
77 for excerpts from this letter and the affidavit ofjustus
A shook the true origin of mormon polygamy cincinnati the standard publishing company
1914

p 170
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wife of the prophet joseph
events joseph fielding says

5

commenting in his journal on these
light and knowledge and

also in joy
having the good will and confidence of my brethren and feeling
myself to be one with them in these things 1I feel myself blessed
pp 22 231
23
and honoured
ed ap
251
honour
I1 have felt well increasing in

others such as sidney rigdon and william law of the first
presidency did not manifest the faith in joseph smith which joseph fielding did

joseph fielding was thoroughly converted to the mission of
joseph smith he believed that the prophets introduction of the
ordinances of endowment and of marriage for time and eternity
including plurality of wives and his establishment of the kingdom of god viz the council of fifty were divinely inspired
joseph fieldings documentation of these developments is most
significant owing not only to its very broad treatment of these
subjects broader than any other available journal but also to the
fact that most of this explicit treatment was penned in the lifetime of joseph and hyrum smith his record is neither a product
of years of reflection nor a response to contrary claims rather it is
an extremely significant contemporaneous account
while his journal contains strong sentiments in support of joseph smith written while the prophet was alive joseph fielding
similarly expressed his belief that the twelve apostles had genuine
right to lead the church following josephs martyrdom he could
see that because the twelve constituted the highest quorum of
fulness of the orpriesthood in the church who had received the falness
dinances
din ances of salvation and exaltation that they were the qualified
body empowered to supervise the performance of those ordinances
in the nauvoo temple in comparing the ordinances as performed
in the temple by the twelve apostles with those which joseph

joseph smith journal as kept by willard richards 1 november 1843 and heber C kimball
1840 1845 journal
strange events unnumbered p 114 both in the church historical departuke
ment and helen mar whitney plural marriage as taught by the prophet joseph smith salt lake
p 14 helen mar whitney a plural wife of joseph smith
who received her endowment after the martyrdom but before the dedication of the nauvoo temple
was the one who added the surname smith to emma in the quote from the journal of her father

city juvenile instructor office 1882
heber

C

kimball
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smith had administered to him joseph fielding testified
on friday the

12th of december 1845 1I and my wife received
our endowment having formerly received it in the days of joseph
and hyram but it is now given in a more perfect manner because of
better convenience the 12 are very strict in attending to the true
and proper form
ministering in the temple and teaching the
pp 75 77
way of life and salvation ap

his spontaneous and unsolicited witness

is valuable confirmation

that the twelve were very strict in attending to the true and
proper form that the prophet had previously laid down in private
councils
joseph fieldings journal clarifies joseph smiths calling as a
prophet and also offers a specific yet sweeping survey of key mofirst hand
ments in the nauvoo era in their context it affords us firsthand
glimpses of the struggle for survival in nauvoo of the unlawful
seizure of joseph smith near dixon of the growth of opposition
to the prophets leadership by the fosters the higbees
Hig bees and the
laws and the results of that opposition of the martyrdom and
general and personal grief that followed of the churchs
churche rejection
of sidney rigdons
Rig dons guardianship proposal of the initiation of
ordinance work in the nauvoo temple of the abandonment of
the temple with the forced exodus of the saints from nauvoo
and of the battle of nauvoo which completed that expulsion
all these events are recorded by a man full of faith in the gospel
and devotion to the latter day work
all five volumes of joseph fieldings journals are preserved in
the archives of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints in
ofiesus
salt lake city utah the first four volumes cover fieldings
1837 1841 mission to england and volume 5 covers his years in
nauvoo and briefly his life in the west through 1859 the first
104 pages of that journal are transcribed here as they appear in the
original including all parentheses editorial additions to aid the
flow of ideas are bracketed 6 page numbers as joseph fielding

josephine burton bagley a granddaughter of joseph fielding W lester bagley roe barlow
barker a great granddaughter and howard barker in 1963 printed in ditto form two hundred
of joseph fielding for use by the family in that edition they
typewritten copies of the five journals ofjoseph
at times supplied words to clarify the meaning of the text and in many cases I1 have included these
in the transcription
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numbered them in the journal appear in the text in brackets before the first word of that page where joseph fielding did not
number a page 1I have supplied the number in parentheses within
As the journal measures only four
2
brackets as for example
inches wide and 614 inches high page numbers appear frequently
indicates a change in ink color 7 additions writthe asterisk
ten between the lines are included as they appear in the journal
cross outs are also left as they appear

17

I have inserted asterisks at points in the original text where ink color changes occur pages

1 3

of the journal were written with brown ink beginning with the first word of p 4 the ink changes
to a lighter brown color this light brown color continues until the word out on p 23 where
ap 1 3 this portion of the
the comma is written in a slightly darker brown ink not as dark as pp
text written 12 june 1844 two weeks and a day before the martyrdom 27 june 1844 continues
in the same ink color until p 36 at the word resistance here the text ends in the middle of
the line and the 22 june entry begins indented in a new ink color there are five reasons why 1I believe the material between pp
ap 23 36 was written on 12 june 1844 first the material written up to
the beginning of the 22 june entry reveals no knowledge of the impending martyrdom second on
p 31 when joseph fielding was writing the month when william smith and almon W babbitt
the month he apparently was writing in
received their endowments he began to write june
but he caught himself and blotted out the J and wrote may third on p 32 he dates the entry in the same ink color as when he gives for the first time at this sitting personal reflections on
his activities fourth he uses in the last sentence of this entry the words which was accordingly
done on the loth of this month june and fifth word choice throughout the apparent three writing sessions up to this point argues for the contemporaneous nature of the recording the text on
p 36 dated 22 june continues in the same ink color until the word did on p 38 where the
greyish brown in color it is conceivable that this portion
comma begins the text in a lighter ink grayish
2230
30
fourth after he had seen hyrum smith in the afternoon between 250
twentyfourth
was written on the twenty
date of the governors letter requesting joseph and the city council to
and goo
6600
00 june 22 is the dace
stand trial in carthage therefore joseph fielding could not have been writing on that day since all
the details he writes at this sitting could have been obtained from hyrum on the twenty fourth
when the decision was made to go to carthage joseph fielding must have used the twenty second
merely as a starting point to describe these events certainly beginning with the comma in the new
ink color indicated on p 38 the next twenty pages of the text were written after the martyrdom
of joseph and hyrum is at the
the ink color change that punctuates this lamentation of the death ofjoseph
asterisk on p 57 where the word not is a lighter ink color which continues until p 68 with the
word the in a slightly darker ink color the entry dated 1846 january 4 which begins p 74 is
written in a darker brown ink at p 79 there is an ink color change in the middle of his discussion
concerning theodore turley which he never finishes apparently when he turned to his journal
again on 29 january 1846 he decided to leave blank two pages so he could finish the account of
the turley incident and record his family temple ordinance data possibly on 13 july 1846 he did
ap 80 81 and the first line of 82 for
this transcribing his notes on temple ordinance work onto pp
he made the obvious mistake of dating the birth of his youngest son joseph as 13 july 1846 yet
Sea
sealings
lings of parents & children for the nauvoo temple the official recthe book of adoptions & dealings
ord of these ordinances available in the church historical department lists the date of joseph
fielding juniors birth as 13 june 1845 the entry dated feb 18 on p 83 begins the text written
in black ink the remainder of this transcription of the journal which begins with the camp tra
valled
on p 86 was written after joseph fielding left nauvoo while he was on the trek west
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nauvoo dec th

18431
18438
18451
18458

now two years since I1 came to this place and since I1 wrote any by
journal9
thronged
way of journals
thronger
ged in
Journal9 the reasons for this neglect are my being so thron
providing for my family and the inconvenience under which 1I have labored
and as to myself 1I have had but little to write 1I landed in new orlans early in

it

is

1841

novemberaat
novembert the head of about 200 saints having had peace and a good passage but at this place 1I had a fall from a bridge or warf near 10 feet onto
the hard ground

which broke one or two of my ribs and hurt my knee very much I1 had
just been to charter a steam boat and was returning to the ship this fall was
the severest hurt I1 had ever sustained 1I felt determined to make but little of it
but I1 was long before 1I could rise from my bed of myself but the master of
me
the boat was very kind letting A occupy one of the state rooms for myself
and family we reached st louis in eight days here we saw some poor faithless
saints something like spiders webs
2

set to catch flies they came to us with fair words as our best friends
but their council was that of enimies
enemies
Eni mies but did not prevail to stay any of our

31
3

company except two most of them had been to nauvoo but had not faith
enough to live there we took a boat to warsaw the water being too low to
Mil lars
admit the boat further on our way there on sunday at bro G millars
billars
request 1I again spoke to the people till we landed there at warsaw the
weather was fine but while we waited the coming of some of the 1210 the
weather
broke and the winter set in with a snow storm so that in 2 or 3
4
days we came to nauvoo in a sleigh some of our company came on feeling
anxious to see this place and the prophet the council of our brethren of the
12 brother willard richards and others was that some of us should stop at
warsaw thinking at that time of forming a branch there accordingly some remained there but afterwards that place was given up on account of the unfriendly disposition of the people there

joseph fielding 1841 1859 journal p 1 church historical department apparently joseph
fielding first began the journal at the other end of the book the text begins nauvoo december
1843 and except for the omission of a few words it is the same as the first page of the final draft
of the journal there is no apparent reason why he turned the book over and began the journal
again

fourth journal with an entry dated 100 october 1841 while aboard the ship
tyrian before his arrival in new orleans see joseph fielding 20 february 1841 10 october 1841
ghe
he completed his

diary p 86 church historical department
this is an example of the emerging executive role the twelve apostles were instructed to asthil
sume joseph smith said in august 1841 at a special conference only a few months before the arrival of joseph fielding and his company
the time had come when the twelve should be called
upon to stand in their place next to the first presidency and attend to the settling of emigrants
and the business of the church at the stakes and assist to bear off the kingdom victoriously to the
HC 4403
nations
for more detailed discussions of the role of the twelve see D michael
quinn the evolution of the presiding quorums of the LDS church journal of mormon history
1
197426 31 and T edgar lyon nauvoo and the council of the twelve in the restoration
cd F mark Mc
movement essays in mormon history ed
mckierman
mckiernan
Kieman
kleman alma R blair and paul M edwards
ap 178 81
lawrence kan coronado press 1973 pp
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young11 for
w
W
V ee paid lorenzo young

4 dollars brought us to nauvoo the day
phairy we were competed
com
was very cold as we rode over the prairy
dom peled at times to get
out and walk to warm ourselves but it was with great pain that 1I got off and
on the sleigh on account of my hurt bro L young had kindly took me and
5
151

my family to his house soon after we landed in warsaw he and his wife were
very kind to us when we came within 2 miles of our journeys end we began
to see the effects of that industry for which the saints
&

Rail
are so remarkable fences of railspf
rali
rall
railson
railsof
sof pickets houses and gardens on the
edge of the prairie such as we had not before seen this said bro young
is nauvoo but we had two miles to go yet so extensive was this settlement
of the saints become in so short a time we soon passed the sacred place and
foundation of the temple the arches of the vault windows were not all finished the sight of this though by the light of the moon only gave me peculiar feelings the idea that it was done at the special command of the alwith solemmighty was a new thing in this age it seemed to fill the mind withl
wiehl
nity and to give a sacredness to the
6
igl
161

whole place how many houses of god as they were called have 1I seen in
kirtland1212
building but there is none in the whole world except the one in kirtland
and this one that was built at the command of god this thought at once
leads the mind back through the long darkness which has covered the earth
7
71

by
since the days of the apostles wherein god has not spoken to men either
arim or by prophets the seers and prophets have
visions or by dreams or by urim
been covered and to the promises of god that he would renew the covenant
gather israel and establish his kingdom on the earth no more to be destroyed

we

soon reached the house of my sister now widow thompson her
thompson131513 had departed this life in the august of that year
thompson15
husband R B Thompson
in expectation of my coming he had prepared a house for me but had not finished it and instead of finding in him a friend on my arrival 1I found a widow that stood in need of a friend I1 was still so unwell as not to be able to
cut the smallest stick and business was then dul and but little to do and 1I
with my family found myself in but poor circumstances not having had
8
81

dow young younger brother of apostle brigham young
12the
the olive leaf revelation to joseph smith of 27 december 1832
1852 commanded the building of
a house of prayer a house of fasting a house of faith a house of learning a house of glory a
house of order a house of god dac
d&c 88119 six months later the prophet received a revelation
specifying the size of the structure see dac 95 at a conference two days later 3 june 1833 joseph smith jun sidney rigdon and frederick G williams were appoint
appointed
edl to obtain a draft or
construction of the inner court of the house HC 1352 the temple was completed in the late
winter of 1835 1836 and dedicated to the lord 27 march 1836 HC 24l0ff
ff
2410ff
2410
merry
mercy
13mercy rachel fielding and robert beashel
blashel thompson were married 4 june 1837 in kirtland
ohio by the prophet joseph a month before joseph fielding left for his mission to england
bom 1 october 1811 in great driffield yorkshire england emigrating to upper
thompson was born
canada in 1834 he was a scribe of the prophet at his death 27 august 1841 on 11 august 1843
mercy rachel thompson was sealed to the church patriarch hyrum smith the day before he read
to the nauvoo high council the revelation authorizing such plural relations see 20 december
1880 statement of mercy rachel thompson church historical department

this

was lorenzo
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could 1I began to busy myself
as
91 mony sufficient to bring me here as soon ascould
aspuld
in doing little things for my sister and when the river had froze 1I got an ax
and went onto the island to cut wood for I1 could not live in idleness but it
as 1I could well
do to cross the river and return with pain
was as ea much
A
and weariness 1I cut 3 or 4 cords but before 1I could get it sold or get it away
it was taken away so my labor was vain 1I wrought some days for bro hyrum 14 who proposed to let me have some of his land to
10
ac and have half the produce and as
101 farm on shares he to find a team &c
lol
iol
nothing better opened for me I1 undertook this and on the first of april 1842
we left sister thompsons
Thomp sons and went to live in a small log house near the land
1I had to occupy for labor done for bro hyrum he furnished us with some
flour and pork we soon began to plant potatoes beans ac
&c and thought that
with care and economy we would do till we could have corn of our own
ac till we got some of our own
bro hyrum found my team with corn &c

it was late when 1I began to plough the work was bad and far off from
the house ie the further part of it and the plough was bad and 1I must say
I1 felt discouraged at having thus to begin the world again as we say in such
different circumstances to what I1 was in when 1I left it to go to england 1I
bowed 8 acres with oats which grew finely but as it was late when they were
sowed
sown rain came on just as they got ripe and beat them down so my half did
not pay me for trouble in gathering them
12 but early in summer we received a loan of money to some amount
121
from my cifes
wifes brother george greenwood in england entirely unasked for
gee
fee
and unlocked for gey
fet and soon after another sum of the same amount in all
several hundred dollars at first we felt troubled at this not knowing how we
could lay it out so as to secure it to him who sent it but it was in great kindmcrcy
mercy that the lord led him to send it for we
ness that he
mercly
hel sent it and in mercay
should have been poorly off
11
ill

if it had not been so with this i purchased 20 acres of land on the
prairie in its wild state at eight dollars per acre with a tax title 1I engaged
a brother in the church to furnish me 1200 rails for fencing it at three dollars per 100 to be good ones and delivered on the land and to be paid for in
cash which is not common here some of the money 1I paid before hand but
the rails were far from being good ones at this 1 I felt grieved and refused to
pay the same brother for 2 or 3 days work done for me by his lad & oxen
13
151
131

0

lok

14
agrieved 1I told him if 2 men would iok at the rails and
141 at this he felt aggrieved
should then say that I1 ought to pay him 1I would do it at once but this he
would not allow and so the matter stands 1I soon after bought other rails far
better at 2 dols to be paid in only part cash this 1I think was the first thing

lathis
this was

hyrum smith brother of the prophet joseph smith mary fielding joseph fieldings
sister was married to hyrum 24 december 1837 in kirtland ohio following the death of hyrams
hyrums
first wife jerusha barden who died 13 october 1837 after giving birth to their sixth child
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in which I1 ever differed with a brother there being some demur about the
title of my land 1I did not begin to build upon it that year but continued on

hyrams
brother hyrums
15 land another year but the question about the title being settled in the
151
year 43 1I got a house up on the land and dug a good well 21 feet deep and
got abundance of good water and towards the summer got into it for want of
more means I1 had some difficulty in getting it so that we could live in it 1I
had lent 20 dollars to the committee of the nauvoo house15 the year before
to be returned at the time I1 should need it in lumber but this was not to
be obtained so I1 had to get brick to fill in my frame this was a loss to me
this is nothing strange for there seems to be a power or influence exerted
against every
16
161 thing the saints
igl

take in hand to do but we felt thankful to get in to our
fixt we soon found it far
new house even before the doors or windows were fiat
more comfortable than the old log house and we spent the winter comfortably on the 20th of july 1843 our son was born whom we named heberig for
so it was spoken before by the apostle heber C kimball that this should be
the name of our first born son and that he should be a mighty man and a
prophet soon after his birth I1 asked bro hyram smith to bless him but he
told me to do it myself and the

spirit should come upon me to bless him with great blessings 1I did so
bro WT moss joining with me and truely the spirit of god was with us to
confirm upon him all that elder kimball had spoken several were present and
we were all melted into tenderness and tears before the lord hitherto 1I have
not transgressed against god so that I1 feel to claim for myself & my family all
the blessings promised in the spring of this year 43 our prophet joseph smith
was seized while on a visit to his wiges
wifes relatives 17 by two men having a bill
cifes
against him
dragee him from his family got
18
181 from the governor of missouri they draged
him into a cariag with the design of taking him at once to missouri but the
lord delivered him the driver would stop at dixon to feed his horses and so
delliver him he then got a
the matter got out and the people were ready to dellver
deliver
writ against the two men for their unlawfully taking him ie by threat of
arms and by a writ of habeas
habeus corpus obtained right to have his own case
17
171

5the
athe
the nauvoo house and the nauvoo temple were two structures commanded by the lord in
the 19 january 1841 revelation dac
d&c 124 to be built the nauvoo house was to serve as a place
where the rich and rulers of the earth would have lodgings when they came to visit nauvoo
though the temple was completed before the saints finally left nauvoo their dream for the
nauvoo house never came to fruition see HC 6236 37.
37
57
16this
this prophecy concerning josephs son heber is like the prophecy of heber C kimball to parKim balls declaration to pratt
ley P pratt quoted at the beginning of this article the beginning of kimballs
which was not quoted included a promise of a son and that his name would be parley see pratt
autobiography of parley parker pratt pp
ap 130 31
HC
17yhey were visiting with emmas sister elizabeth and her husband lorenzo D wasson
they

5431
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tried at the nearest municipal court all started to go to some certain place I1
forget the name 18 but in
19 a short time they were met by a company of the saints 50 of whom had
armd when
been dispatched from nauvoo mounted on horses and privately arad
our prophet saw them he told those with him he was mayor of nauvoo
and seeing such a company of his friends his persecutors durst make no resistance A little before they reached here they were met by our band and hundreds of others in haste to congratulate our beloved head and leader on his
escape from the hands of the wicked I1 suppose so great tokens of respect
and honor had never before been manifested towards him and although it was
attended
20 with considerable expense yet it was a day of great rejoicing with us to
201
see our beloved prophet instead of being taken a prisoner into the hands of
those that thirsted for his blood riding on his horse his brother on one side
and his wife on the other and hundreds or thousands of his friends and a
band of music in ful play as though he had been a mighty monarch returning
enemies
Eni mies this is
from some glorious victory and all this in the sight of his enimies
according to the best of my knowledge several events have transpired which
1I have not stated but will merely record such as the aposta
acosta

characture
acture could be
of john C bennett 19 no di scription of this mans Char
prattso ar rising from said
pratt20
to
0 bad he was a vile man some trouble about orson pratt2o
comm with his wife elder hydes return from jerusalem 21 elcorm
corn
bennetts crime com
der P P pratts return from england22
England22 porter rockwell taken prisoner to mis
21 sy
211

they first were going to ottawa illinois and were half way there pawpaw grove when they
habeas corpus was in new york so
found out that the judge who was to consider the writ of habeus
they returned to dixon and another writ was issued ostensibly returnable to stephen A douglas at
quincy illinois joseph H reynolds sheriff of jackson county missouri and constable harmon T
wilson of carthage illinois the two men who had seized the prophet in an illegal manner desired to go to quincy by riverboat
nverboat and thus avoid nauvoo however the prophets wishes were finally followed and they continued the trip by land near nauvoo it was decided as was hoped all
along that the writ would be returnable at nauvoo as the nearest municipal court for that was
all that was specified on the document no doubt the general wording of the order was then much
5 431
451 61
5451
to the chagrin of the two policemen who had seized the prophet HC 5431
cormons was meteoric within a few months after
19john
john cook bennetts career among the mormons
meeting the prophet he was an assistant president of the church major general of the nauvoo legion and mayor of nauvoo when his depraved character became exposed to the church he was
cormons see
summarily
sum manly dismissed and he soon began a career of lecturing and writing against the mormons
mormons boston leland and whiting
his history of the saints or an expose
of joe smith and the cormons
emosi
e4osi ofjoe
october 1842
orson pratt preferred to believe that when bennett made sexual advances to pratts wife sa200rson
rah bennett was acting with the permission of
ofjoseph
joseph since pratt would not recant on 20 august
1842 he was excommunicated from the church when orson pratt realized the truth of the matter
into the church and was
and became reconciled with the prophet he was with his wife rebaptized inro
re ordained an apostle on 20 january 1843
210n
20n 15 april 1840 orson hyde one of the apostles left commerce later called nauvoo for
a mission to jerusalem to dedicate the land of palestine for the gathering of the jews the dedication took place on the mount of olives 24 october 1841 hyde did not return to nauvoo until 7
200
december 1842 HC 55200
when those of the twelve apostles who had been in great britain from april of 1840 decided to return to nauvoo parley P pratt was designated to preside over the mission they arrived
5 265
back in nauvoo in july 1841 but pratt did not return until 7 february 1843 HC 5265
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souri on a charge of having been bribed by joseph smith to kill boggs gover13 brother joseph
nor of missouri and his return home 25
sought for by the
enemies on the same charge was hid for some time 24 nightly watch set for
enimies
the safety of the city 2 steam mills built and many large houses

many have joined the masonic institution25
institution25 this seems to have been a
stepping stone or preparation for something else the true origin of
this 1I have also seen and rejoice in it
masonry 26
this winter there was much preaching through the city much
ssald
said
aid on the subject of the coming or spirit of elijah 27 there has been great
ald
light pourd
bourd out upon the saints of late and a great spirit of hearing 1I have
been called to preach several times and felt much of the spirit in general 1I have
felt well increasing in light and and knowledge and also in joy having the
22

good will

and confidence of my brethren and feeling myself to be one with them
same
ed on the 7thlpf
march a
in these things I1 feel myself blessed and honoured
honour
uthof
25
251
231

7thof

ordin porter rockwell apparently baptized on the day the prophets parents were in 1830 just
orrin
long time confidant of joseph smith when on 6 may
after the organization of the church was a longtime
1842 lilburn W boggs former governor of missouri was found severely wounded from pistol
shots of a would be assassin rumors were quick to fly that joseph smith and porter rockwell were
accomplices in the bloody deed since boggs in october 1838 had issued the famous exterminating order which drove the saints from their zion to illinois it was easy for many to believe the
Da nire porter rockwell no conviction was ever brought
deed was the act of the mormon danite
against rockwell nevertheless he languished in jail from 4 march 1843 until his release when he
made his way to nauvoo arriving in time to be the unexpected guest of honor at the prophets
christmas party of 1843
due to writs for joseph smiths arrest in connection with the boggs assassination attempt the
prophet kept secluded for most of august and september 1842
25the
the nauvoo lodge of masons had phenomenal growth a growth uncommon with the masonic institution which brought understandable concern to those who supervised the proceedings of the
lodge and certified that all the usages were followed strictly
2626joseph fielding saw the expansion of the masonic institution among the mormons
cormons in nauvoo
joseph
not as an attempt to replace the quorum and social structure in the priesthood brotherhood but as
an aid to acceptance of the endowment while it appears that joseph smith encouraged the rapid
mormons
Mor mons he nevertheless on 4 may 1842 began giving the
expansion of freemasonry among the cormons
true origin of masonry to a select few on this date he gave the endowment to nine men and
made explanations of its relationship to freemasonry six weeks later 17 june 1842 heber C kimball one of the nine wrote to his fellow apostle parley P pratt who was still in england presiding over the mission there and referred to these developments in the following manner brother
joseph feels as well as I1 have ever seen him one reason is he has got a small company that he
feels safe in thare hads and that is not all he can open his bosom to and feel him self safe I1 wish
reci eved some pressious
relieved
preshious
pres sious things through
you was here so as to feel and hear fore your self we have recieved
the prophet on the preasthood
preast hood that would caus your soul to rejoice 1I can not give them to you on
thare is a
riten so you must come and get them fore your self
paper fore they are not to be briten
hood but has
preasthood
maso nary was taken from preast
maso nary bro joseph ses masonary
similarity of preast hood in masonary
become degenerated
degenrated
degen rated but menny things are perfect kimball to pratt 17 june 1842 parley P pratt
papers church historical department this testimony of the early introduction of the endowment
and its relationship to freemasonry speaks of the power of the principles advocated by the prophet
for while heber C kimball had been a mason since his 1823 victor lodge days his reaction to
what might have been considered a blatant adaptation of freemasonry was one only of awe and respect joseph fieldings reaction appears to have been the same
see for example joseph smiths discourses in teachings of the prophet joseph smith comp joseph
329ff 335ff and 356ff
ap 329ft
fielding smith salt lake city deseret book company 1967 pp
11
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Meeting 28 was called and several addresses delivered by the prophet and others
church
on some evils in the city several received a severe exposure in the
thechurch
and out of the latter was the brother of R D foster he asked in the congregation
gre gation if mr hyram smith alluded to him in his remarks but did not get
a direct answer he then asked mr josh
jos smith if he meant him bro J S

t
asked why he though

so
24
241 but he repeated the question and said if you will not hear me you soon shall
hear from me did you allude to me when bro J S answered you say it and bid
doi I1 forget which
dot
the officers to take him and fine him 5 or 10 dol
and
senster cenjusdfyed him and clear him of sensuer
his bro R D foster then spoke to justiff4
sure and after exchanging a few words bro J S told him to hold his tongue or
he would fine him too thus it ended for the time but the reproof and exposure
which he and several others had received stirred up feelings that could not be suppressed A few weeks after this

our prophet

told us from the stand by the wall of the partly build temple
that a conspiracy
conspiricy was formed by the two fosters the laws C higby and J H jackson and others against himself and all the smiths by some of them it was declared
that there should not be one of the smith family alive in a few weeks many accusations and threats of this kind were uttered all this the prophet had had from a mr
heaton and another the testimony was credible 2919 they had formed a caucus and had
invited others to join it but much of this was found to be the false statement of the
25
251

said
26
261 joseph H jackson who
whol proved to be as corrupt and guilty as a man could
well be yet it was partly true I1 do not know to what extent but this I1 do know
uw
law his brother wilson law the former
jackson quickly left the place and WT
one of the first presidency and the latter major general of the legion
imon of the city R
D foster and others revolted from the church saying that joseph was fallen the
russd30
ac
RuSsel30 &q
&c
same as all the apostates have said such as parish cowdery harris and russel30
church3131 of themselves appointed one as their prophet or head and
churchil
Church
they formed a church3l
held meetings

aq

expecially
especially from
the house of the laws got up all the affidavits they could expedally
the sisters against the conduct of the prophet to publish to the world they object
to doctrine of a plurality of wives and of gods32 I1 was present when the two laws
the wife W and R D foster were cut off from the church 33 the feeling as to
27 in
271

of this address may be found in HC 6226 44
aa
A report of the proceedings of this 26 may 1844 meeting may be found in HC 6408ff the affida9a
eaton and A B williams may be found in HC 6278 80
vits of M G earon
warren parrish oliver cowdery martin harris and isaac russell the men referred to here
3warren
dwarren
had said that joseph had lost his prophetic powers
see HC 6346 47 for the 28 april 1844 meeting held at wilson laws home
sce
see nauvoo expositor 7 june 1844 p 2 cols 1 5 especially resolution 2 in cols 3 and 4 and
sce
the affidavits of william law jane law and austin A cowles in cols 4 and 5
see HC 6341 for the proceedings of the 18 april 1844 excommunication trials of these indi33see
28a
A report

3

viduals
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their conduct was very unanimous except that brog
broi marks did not raise his hand
brol
josepl
joseel is that he has and seeks to obagainst sis law 34 their principle charge against joseph
tain other women or wives and has taught the same to others who have done
same
the same35
28 As
281

to me 1I have evidence enough that joseph is not fallen

I1 have seen

i

A
ze the kingdom of
him after giving as 1I before said the origin of masonry organze
organ
organize
god36 on the earth and am myself a member of it in this I1 feel myself highly honored but 1I feel grieved that at this time of the greatest light and the greatest glory

williams marks the nauvoo stake president was at least ambivalent over joseph smiths inin
troduction of plural marriage william law could not induce marks to come out in open opposi
tro
opposit
tion
non to the prophets teachings on this subject as law had induced marks first counselor austin A
cowles to do but at this trial of william law et al jack john scott testified that william law
had told him the day before that joseph smith had made advances on jane law which accusation
the prophet denied but reportedly later acknowledged then law said that to cover up bad in
tent
joseph smith had sealed william law and his wife while the minutes indicate that scott
ten nons
tannons
tennons
tensions
tentions
lons jo
ions
thought W wife lied somewhere marks did not agree and consequently he could not vote
against her the prophet was not in attendance at this important meeting however at a meeting of
those who had received their endowments joseph asked for a vote of the men and women to drop
william law from the quorum though bathsheba W smith did not indicate the member who
did not at first vote against law it was probably william marks the hesitant vote by one mem
bcr
ber
called forth earnest remarks from the prophet joseph
after his explanation the vote was
unanimous josephs earnest remarks and explanation that convinced the unidentified dissenter
were probably similar to his explanation of the situation to his german teacher alexander neibaur
on 23 may 1844 william law testified before the circuit court in carthage that joseph smith had
fn 46 and the next day joseph related to neibaur what he considered
committed adultery see an
were some of the roots of laws animosity mr wm law wisht to be married to his wife for
eternity mr smith said would inquire of the lord answered no because law was a Adulte
adultereous
reous
wander to know why she could not be married to mr law mr S said would not
person mrs law wandet
wound her feeling by telling her some days after mr smith going toward his office mrs law stood
in the door beckoned to him more the once did not know wheter
beckoned to him went across
cheter she bekoned
to inquire yes please to walk in no one but herself in the house she drawing her arms around him
if you wont seal me to my husband seal myself unco
unto you he said stand away & pushing her gent
ly aside giving her a denial & going out when mr law came home he inquired who had been in
his absence she said no one but br joseph he then demanded what had passed mrs L then told
wander her to be married to him
alexander neibaur journal 24 may 1844 microfilm of
joseph wandet
holograph church historical department for jack john scotts testimony see loose sheet tran
trial in the brigham young papers church historical department
script of the 18 april 1844 triai
compare this with the joseph smith diary under the same date to ascertain the fact that joseph
smith was not present for bathsheba W smiths statement on the proceedings at a meeting of
those who had received their endowments sec
see recollections of the prophet joseph smith jm
venile
juvenile
fri 65
instructor 27 1 I1 june 1892
345 see gri
545
1892345
ugh josep
josephfi vi
fielding is silent on the fact his own sister mercy rachel had been sealed as a
though
3tho
eiding
elding
atho
fri 13 preceding
plural wife to the prophets brother hyrum see fry
31the
the kingdom of god was a shortened name of the authorized title of the council of fifty
titie
tlde of the organization given in a revelation to the prophet 7 april 1842 was the
tide
the full title
kingdom of god and his laws with the keys and powers thereof and judgment in the hands of
his servants ahman christ
abraham H cannon journal 5524
24 under date of 9 october 1884
special collections harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah the date that
joseph fielding became a member cannot be determined precisely by available documentation
though he was probably present at the two council of fifty meetings held prior to the excommuni
cation
triai of william law et al this would give at the latest IS
canon trial
18 april 1844 as the day of his
entrance into the council fielding reports in his journal for 11 march 1849 it is five years to
day the 11 of march since the council now called the legislative council was first formed by the
prophet joseph smith speaking earlier of this organization date he says sometime in the winter
of 1847 1 1I still hold a place in the council of fifty and have done from its
irs first organization by
joseph smith
joseph fielding 1841 1859 journal the first quotation is under the date given on
p 149 and the latter quotation is on p 126
31 31williams
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aand
nd honor men of so much knowledge and understanding should cut themselves
ath 44 our anual conference bigan and continued 4 days josephs disoff april 6th
course on the origin of man the nature of god and the resurrection was the most
interesting matter of this time

that could not see in him the spirit of inspiration of god
must be dark they might have known that he was not a fallen prophet even if
rigdon58
rigdon3l58 also spoke of persecution he and
they thought he was fallen 37 elder Rigdon
joseph passed through at the commencement of the work many were appointed to go out through this nation particularly on the subject of the electstates59
ing of joseph to the presidency of the united states39
States5939 1 have attended the
40 as 1I will call it elder woodworth has returned from texas
grand council40
council4l
Council
41 there is fair
colony4l
the prospect of our obtaining room to form a colony41
Colony
30
301 at the last grand council 1I attended WT and wilson law R D foster
501
and those in connection with them were by the voice of the council delivered
buffetings
buffitings
tings of satan after having been visited in all kindness by 2 of
up to the Buffi
the brethren on sunday the 13th of may joseph spoke on the gospel of the
shawd that when god set up his kingdom on the earth satan
kingdom and shewd
appostay
always set up his in opposition alluding to App
ostay at this time working in
this place I1 never felt more delighted with his discourse than at this time it
put me in mind of herod when they said at his oration it is the voice of a
41
31
311 god and not of a man 42
511
the circumstances were widely different he also
resurrection45
spoke some on the resurrection43
Resurrection4543 the same day 1I and my wife attended the
grand quorum as 1I shall call it when wm
W smith and alman babbit were
29 and any one
291

see donald Q cannon the
king follett discourse joseph smiths greatest sermon in historical perspective brigham young
university studies 18 winter 1978185 90
38 sidney
rigdon who having become a member of the council of fifty on 19 march 1844
thereby gained a renewed devotion and spoke several times at the april 1844 general conference alminutessof
of his discourses in the
luding often to the proceedings of the council of fifty see original minutesof
minute
miscellaneous minutes collection church historical department
see HC 6355 40 for a listing of the elders called on missions to electioneer for the prophet
39see
ailen the american presidency and the
allen
joseph in his bid for the presidency see also james B alien
mormons
cormons
Mormons ensign 1
2 october 197246 56
4
the grand council was one of his designations for the council of fifty actually the council did go by the title general council see footnote HC 7379 where the manuscript version of
the HC is cited for the definition general council is the council of fifty
on 14 march 1844 after the fourth consecutive day of deliberations of the council of fifty
410n
since its organization the council sent lucien woodworth on a mission to texas to ascertain the
cormons would be welcomed there by the staff of governor sam
likelihood that a colony of mormons
houston the colony would have been the pinery group who were in wisconsin territory cutting lumber to supply materials for building the temple and the nauvoo house the plan was that
following the completion of lumbering operations that group from the black river falls would
move to texas dependent on the success lucien woodworth had with sam houston when lucien
woodworth returned and reported to the council of fifty on 3 may 1844 the assessment joseph
fielding gave of a texas colony was only fair see HC 6254 64 350 351 and 356
the passage referred to is in acts 1220 23
43
joseph smiths discourse on this occasion which should be dated 12 may 1844 is reported in
HC 6363 67
31these
these

remarks are his response to the

king follett discourse
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taken into it in the legal form44 17th
17thl of J the J was blotted out may A
convention was held here on the subject of josephs election45
Election45 several false
charges are brought against joseph and sworn too by wm
win law foster and
shewd
others 46 on sunday 26 joseph spoke of it in the congregation and shawd
them to be purgered
harrasser
harr assed by his false friends
purg ered men plainly thus he is still harrassed
his brutuss47
44 As to myself I1 seem to have but little to write48
write4l 1I am employed in cultivating my little farm for the support of myself and family have
had nearly half of it to plant twice with indian corn owing to the wetness of
the season much of the first planting was destroyed I1 have labored hard to
keep the land dry now and then 1I go to lay my hands on the sick in which
1I take pleasure and 1I mostly get a blessing I
1 often preach to my wife and endeavor to inspire her with faith her mind has been troubled at some things in
32
521
321

june

12

the church
33
551
531
331 the subject of spiritual wives49 so much talked about at this time and
wites50 that if a woman comother things an expression of elder lyman wites5o
plained of being insulted by any man she ought to be set down as a strumpet
on the ground that no man would do it unless she gave him some liberty
this she knew to be a false notion from her own experience in this she is
of
correct the expression A bro wite was spoken publicly in our hearing and
she thinks it hard if a female is to be insulted as she has been and to have no
redress I1 take it as an instance of mans

weakness to hold forth such a sentiment and for the elders to smile at
it is no proof of their approval of it but I1 see nothing in all that is going on
that troubles me at all but the way in which subjects for the celestial kingdom are selected is not understood or not considered I1 do not boast but 1I am
thankful for the ideas which god has given me on this subject and long to
34
541
341

44grand
grand quorum is joseph fieldings designation for those who had received their endowments from joseph smith of the titles used by contemporary diarists for this group the one most
an 65 joseph smiths diary
see fn
often used during joseph smiths lifetime was simply quorum
oncal department confirms that on 12 may 1844 william smith the prophets
in the church historical
histoncal
Hist
brother and almon W babbitt received their endowments
45the
the state convention held at nauvoo was run under the chairmanship of uriah brown a
council of fifty member as appointed by the council in the meetings of 25 april 1844 see HC
343
545 and the joseph smith diary kept by willard richards for that date for a published account
345
66343
6345
6543
386
586 97
of the proceedings of the convention see HC 66386
6586
46the
the indictment based on the sworn testimony of william and wilson law filed on 23 may
1844 before the may term of the hancock circuit court state of illinois identifies joseph smiths
mana lawrence
plural wife maria
marla
Uw rence as one with whom the prophet from 12 october 1843 to 23 may
lwrence
copy of original in possession of author
in an open state of adultery
1844 elivd
livd together
6 408 13
A report of joseph smiths discourse may be found in HC 6408
47a
48while
while joseph fielding at this sitting spent 10 pages writing on events of recent church history he had little to write concerning his personal life for the same period contrast his recording
is personal life in june of 1844 on pp
ap 32 34 and his writing in late march or april 1844
of his
on pp
ap 22 23
41here
here joseph fielding speaks of the term spiritual wives in a positive sense as used in times
715 rather than in the usual negative sense
and seasons 5 15 november 1844
1844715
solyman
5olyman
lyman wight was one of the twelve apostles
44
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teach the same to others but 1I have but little chance of doing it but to my
e
beli
beilvye
beliave
belinde
wife 1 belinye
Nye that all things shall work together for
love god and all is well

good to them

that

I1 mean to hold on to the truth at any cost and the
greatest cost would be to lose her but her unbelief shall not stop us I1 feel as
though I1 can in spite of this bear her along our children are healthy and in
hinj
every way promising and we hope they will be in
inj glory in a future day
the subject of the apostasy of wm law and others has caused some little
&c and printed the first numbers of
excitement they lately purchased a press ac
the nauvoo expositor which was designed to publish all they could find
against joseph & others
35 1I tell my
551
351

36
361
561

wife

but this first

no

was of such a kind that the

city council on mature de-

liberation according to the law of the land condemned the press and paper
be
was
and ordered the whole to burnt A burned which A accordingly done on
the loth of this month june but the party made no resistance51
resistance51
june 22 an order came from the governor at carthage for joseph hyram and the rest of the city council to appear at carthage or rather they were
informed of this by letter by the
he 2 or 3 who went there to see him the prospect now looked very dark and threatening and they were much perplexed and
after

council together most of the night joseph and hyram and one
or two more left the city before day early in the day a company of men arrived with an order from the governor but as they could not be found all
but one of them returned leaving one to see if they could be found and would
go they were found by the brethren but they refused to go the prospect however was so dark and seemed to threaten entire destruction to our city the
stood
governor saying if they refused to go our city A
upon keggs of gun
powder and a small spark would blow it up and the officers saying that we
should be put under martial law till they should
38 be delivered up if it took 3 years these things together with a recollection
381
581
of the horrid senes of missouri and also a firm trust that god would dethe
liver them induced many of A saints and of josephs friends to wish them to
go 52 yet it was some time before they consented which they finally did on
monday morning joseph his brother hyram willard richards john taylor the
37 holding
371
571

of the expositor
actually only the first number ofthe
odthe
Epositor ever got off the press though william law in
issue no 2 we had printed on one side viz two pages of
an affidavit dated 17 july 1885 says
a four page issuel
issue when the city council and joseph smith mayor ordered the destruction of the
ismuel
press this affidavit was first published in shook the true origin of mormon polygamy pp
ap 124 29
see HC 6430 48
see HC 6525 60 for an account of joseph smiths leaving the city and crossing the mis51see
sissippi and his returning to nauvoo at the insistence of his friends
sissippi
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only 2 of the 12 at home with several others started for carthage of course
with solemn feelings and it appears that joseph in particular anticipated the

result in part but said he wished at any rate that hyram might be
saved to stand in his place he expressed himself to this effect that he should
die for this people and if so he should be murdered in cold blood sometime
before they reached carthage they met a company of men with orders from
the governor of the state to take our public arms ie the arms belonging
to the state the captain of this company was polite and friendly and gave
the strongest assurances
ile brethren return
A tle
shal
40 of their safety and it was agreed upon that the sh
should
401
with them to nauvoo I1 was down in the city when they came in and was in
bro hyrams company in his own house he was in better spirits by far than
when he left he told me he thought that all things would go well &c
ac and as
soon as the arms could be collected they again took their leave of their wives
and families alas for the last time and came to
39 fatal
391
591

1

memoryq the governor it appears
carthage from henceforth of cursed memoryffl
treated theml
them respectfully and took them to his own lodgings till as he said
des isted and after having had a trial in part they were
for fear of the people he desisted
resisted
unexpectedly and unlawfully thrust into the jail they went to carthage on
monday evening the 24 of june 1844 on thursday the governor left them and
with a company of men came to nauvoo having left a guard at the jail but
of the carthage greys who had just before been in a state
42
421 of mutiny yet as all the troops had pledged themselves to the governor
to abide by the laws these were entrusted with the care of the prisoners it
point13 on their way to
seems that a party of the mob had come to goldings point53
nauvoo and that messengers were sent to them to order them to disperse at
Col
williams14
lonal williams54
this their leader collonal
collinal
Williams5414 ordered all who were not willing to go to
the- and the rest to step
carthage and kill the smiths to lay down their arms theand
out together saying now is
43 the time or never this was soon done and the murderers disguised them451
431
selves by blacking their faces and started on their way to shed blood and came
to the place about 5 oclock in the evening of the 27 A young man named
daniels5555 who had given up his gun went with them as he said to see what
Daniels
they would do and was an eye witness to all that passed heard wills say he
had shot hyram this wills was one of the company of saints an irish man
who came with me from england with his wife &
41
411

6565 concerning goldings point for a map depicting the whereabouts of gold
ens point between nauvoo and carthage see
sec the inside front cover of dallin H oaks and marvin
S hill carthage conspiracy the trial of the accused assassins ofjoseph
of joseph smith urbana univ of ilsee HC
13see

linois press 1975

5levi
clevi
levi williams was the accused ringleader of the mob that murdered joseph and hyrum smith
see oaks and hill carthage conspiracy
awilliam
5william
william M daniels for his alleged direct testimony was the chief prosecution witness at the
trial of the prophets accused murderers see oaks and hill carthage conspiracy
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children he was an elder in the church it is understood that he rethe
ceived a wound in A
A arm from a bullet by bro joseph it took his wrist
and ran up by the bone of which wound he soon after died A ball passed
the door and entered brother hyram on one side of his nose just
through thel
cyc
below his cye
eyel
eye when he exclaimed im a dead man and fell at which joseph
cried out to hyram as he lay another entered under his chin bro john taylor
attempted to get out at a back window but a ball met him which it
45 seems threw him back into the room owing to its taking his watch
451
which beat in the watch thereby giving the exact time at which it occurred he
had received 4 balls before he was taken by brother willard richards and put
under the bed he suffered much but survived a living martyr joseph too endeavo red to escape by the same window but the mob quickly met him there
deavored
he fell from the window and was taken by the mob and was set against the
well curb and 4 men shot him
46 in the upper part of his body williams then said take his head off but
461
at this moment as daniels states a light shone between joseph and the mob
which so affected them that they had no power to touch him 56 and the 4
men droped
draped their arms and had to be carried off by their companions the
whole then ran off leaving their victims weltering in their blood thus the
earth was once more stained with the blood
47 of the saints even the annointed servants of god and their blood echoes
471
the cry of former saints for vegence
fegence to be taken on the wicked that the
earth may be cleansed from the blood of the righteous their bodies were
washed from blood and put into boxes and the next day were conveyed in 2
waggons under a guard to nauvoo this was the most solemn sight that my
wiggons
eyes ever beheld I1 had often red of the martyrs of old but now
48
481 here I1 saw 2 of the greatest of men who sealed the truth which they had
t
held and taugh
with their blood is this an earnest of what has to take place
taughwith
in this last dispensation is the blood of the sheep again to be shed like that
of the shepherd as in former days father if it be possible let this cup pass
from us but if not let thy will be done and let us be strengthened to endure
weil proportioned
weli
well
to the end joseph and hyram smith were of large stature
staturewell
44 two
441

and
49 had a noble appearance and this appearance was by no means lost in
491
death as they lay side by side for what can make men more noble than to

hold the truth of god against his own increst
intrest temporally to be at war with
the world for the salvation of the upright in heart and finally seal that
truth with their blood when 1I think of them and write of them 1I feel as
though 1I want to ask their for
gi veness that 1I have not mourned for them more deeply joseph had been
50 givenness
giveness
501

danielss account of the wondrous light was never accepted in official church accounts and
fn
has been rejected by responsible mormon historians
oaks and hill carthage conspiracy p 90 an
60
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brought before rulers and judges scores of times but was never convicted of
any crime neither hyrum and although the governor said the burning of the
printing press was unlawful yet the persecutors said they knew the law would
not reach him but powder and ball would 5751 so that they justly are ranked
with the
51
511 martyrs of jesus christ my consolation in the midst of this affair was
that all had been done joseph and hyram had done all that they could have
done and the foundation of the great work of the last days was laid so that
it could be finished by the 12 Ap postles who had been instructed in all things
pertaining to the kingdom of god on the earth some also beside the 12 had
received their endowment which was expected at the completion of the temple
52 1I myself and my
521

wife had had this privilege granted us in part

I1 also be-

t
lieveld that as joseph was the only one that had had the keys of the prie
pries
lieved
hood of the
thel kingdom of god on the earth since the days of peter and the
other apostles 5851 he must not only minister the same on earth but also to the
whole world of spirits who departed from this life in the time of the broken
covenant even as jesus did to those before him to the flood that those who
had died without the
53
531 priesthood must remain so until it should be restored to the earth but it
551
is necessary that they as well as we who are now alive should be made ac-

ted with the ordinances signs and tokens of the priesthood and the
quainted
quain
turms
durms of admission into the kingdom in order that they may come forth
with those who have received it here so that joseph was as much needed there
as here and perhaps more so these reflections in a great measure

566 for report that william and wilson law R D foster chauncey L higbee
66566
and francis M higbee had said this in a postscript of a letter to an unidentified correspondent
written I1 july 1844 four days after the martyrdom lyman homiston says mr joseph smith &
his brother hiram were assassinated in carthage jail while awaitting
await ting their trial on the 27 june in
inocent
cold blood time will not admit of particulars the mob were heard to say he was mocent
docent and
original preserved at the essex institute
would be cleard they must assassinate him oh oh

see HC
51see

salem massachusetts

during the lifetime of
32 females one of the twelve john E page did not receive
joseph smith included 25 males and 52
his endowment until 26 january 1845 seven months after the martyrdom regarding the conferral
of signs and tokens of the priesthood brigham young said 8 july 1855 build the temples of the
lord that you may receive the endowments in store for you and possess the keys of the eternal
priesthood that you may receive every word sign and token and be made acquainted with the
laws of angels and of the kingdom of our father and our god and know how to pass from one
degree to another and enter fully into the joy of your lord latter day saints do you live to this
hearte you are aware that the lord is able to reveal all this in
heart5
do you seek after it with all your heart
one day but you could not understand it journal of discourses london latter day saints book
172 11
27 163 64
10172
25 26 91 10
31 55133
1127
63 154 55 88339
133
153 6
339
539 9925
515 cf JD 2231
315
5153
663
8539
2515
depot 1855
18551 22315
15
although joseph and hannah fielding received their endowments from
192501
1522 19250
181132
139
159 18
15139
joseph smith they did not in the prophets lifetime receive the higher ordinances associated with
the temple of the lord nevertheless joseph fielding was aware that they had been instituted and
knew that the twelve had received the guiness of those ordinances and was thereby assured that all
ans 64 65
the keys of the priesthood had been preserved despite the death of the prophet see fns

the some
58the

also beside the 12

who

had received their endowment

cfjd
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took off the edge of the grief that 1I might else have felt for 1I thought
that he had so fulfilled his own purposes and 1I felt willing to say amen to
it their wives had been blank space sealed to them on account of certain
principles that had been revealed through joseph this seemed to make their
lives a blank space to them it seems as though the lord had pushed things
forward rather prematurely on account of the shortness
54

55
551

of josephs time I1 allude in particular to the doctrine

of women

have
being sealed to men for eternity59
Eternity59 it seems that several A had women
sealed to them and it appears in general to have given great offense to the
wife in some instances their anger and resentment have risen to a very high
&c this is a strong charge against
pitch saying it is abomination whoredom ac
is
A aimed at the 12
joseph especially and hyram and now as they are gone it A
A passage in the
56 book of mormon is quoted in opposition to this doctrine where it is
561
said that a man should have but one wife and no concubines 60 I1 feel sorry
for our women for it is plain that if this be of god as I1 believe it to be their
conduct in the matter is very wrong and but for the sealing power and ordinance by which they are sealed to their husbands many would cut themselves
off from the kingdom my wife is much opposed to it 1I desire to do
dol the
will of god and to obtain all the glory 1I can
57 some say that it was because of this abomination that joseph and hyram
571
were cut off I1 understand that a mans dominion will be as gods is over his
own creatures and the more numerous they greater his dominion 61 but how
true that straight is the gate and narrow is the way that leadeth unto the
exaltation and the eternal duration of lives and few there be that go in thereat 62 not long after the death of these men elder sidney rigdon who had
long been one of josephs

see
59see

d&c
dac

1311 4 and for the context of this scriptural passage see the prophets remarks to
william clayton in HC 5391 92 benjamin F johnson at whose home these remarks were made
states that william clayton recorded josephs words at that time in his journal johnson to anthon
H lund 12 may 1903 benjamin F johnson papers church historical department
this passage is found in jacob 223 30 in the present edition of the book of mormon apparently this was a proof text used by william law against joseph smith and the institution of plural
marriage
61t6
to benjamin F johnson heber C and vilate kimball and others this was an irresistible argument for the beauty of the principle of a plurality of wives
62while
while this phraseology is similar to the saviors teachings in the sermon on the mount matthew 713 14 yet the use of the words exaltation and lives in this passage suggests that hyrum smith may have allowed his twice over brother in law joseph fielding to read the manuscript
of the revelation on celestial marriage including a plurality of wives this important contemporary
corroboration of
13222 is one of many such allusions which support the conclusion that the
revelation was received by joseph smith rather than brigham young the word exaltation is used
eleven times in this revelation except in dac 1249 where clearly it is used with a different
meaning this word is not used again in any other of the scriptures of the church

dac
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and informed the saints that he
had had an important vision after long and earnest enquiry of the lord in
shewn him that joseph had died holding the key of this kingwhich it was chewn
dom that he still held it and would continue to do in eternity that we as a
people must build up the kingdom to joseph if we did not we should be
damned and that he himself stood next in authority and he was in haste to
asent of the saints in this matter as he said he must be in
get the abent
pittsburg
Pits burg in a short time this all seemed right to some but many felt as
59 pitsburg
591
though it was not the voice of the spirit 1I felt doubtful about it partly because 1I considered he had not been faithful in his office a long time and partly because the spirit did not bear witness to it but there was a general desire
that the 12 might come home first ie before they gave a decision on the
subject and so it came to pass which soon gave a new face to things A meeting was called and rigdon again addressed us but seemed to have
60 no liberty or power after which elder brigham young spoke to the
gol
601
shawd the true organization of
people he said he saw here a hurrying spirit shewd
the church and called a meeting again when all the quorums of the church
should be placed in proper order he said that if the people wished elder rigdon to be their guardian and leader they were quite at liberty to take him
but it must be passed in a regular and legal manner by the
61 separate quorums
Qu orums he had much liberty and the power of the spirit in
gil
611
shewd that rigdon if he were to take his
speaking and at the said meeting he shawd
place as councellor to joseph he must go beyond the vail where he was gone
and the saints soon began to see
sec how things were and that the 12 must now
hold the keys of power and authority according to the revelation which says
the 12 are equal with the first presidency before this he asked the church if
themselves
themselvs
vs a guardian but they did not
they wished to choos themsel
sellors came here from pittsburg
pitsburg
counsellors
Pitsburg
58 Coun
581

62 raise their
621

63

hands and it was now no hard thing de terming who should

chewn that joseph had told the 12 after he had inlead the church it was also shewn
structed
struc ted them in all things that on them would rest the responsibility and the
care of the church in case he should be taken away 64 they invited rigdon to
their council but he did not attend and he soon began to use threatening lan&c to say that he had known
krown for some years that
guage against the 12 joseph ac
joseph had not been led by the spirit of god and gave this as the reason
why he did not attend with

councellor he soon so far committed himself that his license
was demanded by the 12 but he refused to give it up he seemed in no haste

63 him as his
631
651

sidney rigdon had absented himself from nauvoo much of the
time since april of 1843 and had settled at pittsburgh pennsylvania returning for visits or a few
see Mc Kieman et al
days to attend the conference meetings at the headquarters of the church
nauvoo and the council of the twelve the restoration movement p 193 actually sidney
eds
rigdon did not leave with his family until 18 june 1844 nine days before the day of the martyrdom 27 june 1844 see john W rigdon affidavit 28 july 1905 printed in joseph fielding smith
blood atonement and the origin of plural marriage salt lake city deseret news press nd p 84
64
64brigham
brigham young amasa lyman and william W phelps on 8 august 1844 testified that joseph smith laid such a charge on the twelve apostles see HC 7232 41
63there
there is

no evidence that
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pitsburg
burg but labored hard to raise a party to himself and sucPits
now to get to pittsburg
ceeded in some degree some few clove to him and were in a short time cut
off from the church along with him among the party were samuel bennett
ac when rigdon had thus seleonard soby samuel s4mt4james
sami4 james wm cottier &c
samia
lected a party he kel
they held meetings and he taught them those things
h
hel
which he had learned in the quorum

company on whom josephhad
joseph had conferred the endowjosephhar
dat
space garments and received the last mat
A at inment 65 being clothed in blank spacel
skacel
ac these
structions that joseph could give them being washed and anointed &c
things were to be kept sacred as it was not to become a general thing till the
admited there a short time before these troutemple be finished rigdon was admired
bles took place 66 almost the last that was admitted and when he became thus
cut off if not before he
65
651 began to teach those things to his party and to ordain them prophets
priests and kings67
kings61 though it appears that he obtained some things from wm
64 as
641

it

is called

ie

a

610f
titles
tities used by contemporary diarists to name the group who received their endowments
of the tides
during the lifetime of joseph smith titles such as holy order quorum of the priesthood quorum of the holy order council of the priesthood council pertaining to the high priesthood first
quorum high quorum sacred meeting ancient order the priesthood priest order order of
priesthood patriarchal priesthood and patriarchal authority the title used most was simply quorum since the prophet had bestowed on this special group the keys to inquiring of the lord regarding all subjects see d&c
dac 12495 97 12810 11 13240 45 46 times and seasons 4 15 september 1843331 or reprinted verbatim as there published in the lifetime ofjoseph
of joseph smith in HC
tab prophetjoseph
the
prophet joseph smith p 526
and jour326
651 52 or teachings odthe
of tae
3261 HC 4604 or teachings p 226 andjour
5261
ofthe
nal of discourses 19250 he intended that they hear first his latest revelations and obtain a testimony of them before the revelations went to the general membership of the church see times and
seasons 5 15 september 1844649
18441649 50 and 1 october 1844665 another function of this quasi
quorum is described by bathsheba W smith 1 I was present when william law joseph smiths
counselor was dropped from that quorum by each one present voting yes or no in his turn he was
the first member that was dropped who had received his endowments one member hesitated to
vote which called forth earnest remarks from the prophet joseph he showed clearly that it would
be doing a serious wrong to retain him longer after his explanation the vote was unanimous
recollections of the prophet joseph smith juvenile instructor 27 1 june 1892345
18921345 that neither of these two types of quorum actions could be considered to be binding in any way on the
church may be shown by the fact that in the former case the revelations after having passed the
quorum would then be passed through each of the priesthood quorums of the church in public
as if there were no private forum on the matter
in the latter case the action was considered
merely a dropping of an endowed quorum member not an excommunication trial the actual
excommunication trial was a separate official action in behalf of the church by thirty two male indivi
dividuals
duals of which at least sixteen were present at the quorum action on william law that this
was not william laws excommunication trial may be shown by the fact that neither joseph smith
fn 34
nor any women were present when law was excommunicated see an
66 66sidney
sidney rigdon was invited to a quorum meeting by william W phelps and received his
endowment 11 may 1844 with john P greene W W phelps felt sorry that rigdon was going on
see times and seasons 5 2 september 1844
658
a mission and had not received his endowment
638
18441638
and a variant of the same remarks made by W W phelps on 8 august 1844 in HC 7238 apparently
parent ly the prophet joseph was not as sorry for after sidney rigdon received his endowment joseph said in the hearing of wilford woodruff that he rigdon came in without his wish or invi
as he had no confidence in him
see wilford woodruffs
vitation
woodruffe 11 october 1844 letter
published in the times and seasons 5 1 november 18441698
1844698
67the
the specific charge against sidney rigdon at his excommunication trial 8 september 1844
was that he had administered the highest ordinances of the temple to individuals when he had not
received them himself see brigham youngs statement of the charge in times and seasons 5 15

september 18441648
1844648
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quorum and the president of this stake but he and his
party soon left nauvoo and went to pittsburg
Pits
pitsburg
burg where they began to publish a
paper chiefly to expose the corruptions
Corrupt ions of the church but I1 soon began to
hear but little of them so 1I leave them for the present it seems that joseph
had not looked upon rigdon as his councillor
66
661 for a long time yet as the church with brother hyram seemed willing
to continue him in that office he was not openly dismissed therefrom joseph
marks68
marks one of the

of it he wanted one that would
stand by him in danger and peril and at all times but it appears that joseph
had chosen bro hyram and amasa lyman in the stead of rigdon and wm
said he had carried him till he was

sick

law69

october 44

a conference was held and was very numerously attended much instruction was given by elder B young on the priesthood ac
&c and
the high priests were appointed to seek out new locations ie many of them
all through the country and make gatherings of people together they came

67 in
671

forward readily in expectation of going out at once but bro young told us
they need not be in a hurry about it and it appears they will not go out till

the temple is finished70
finished70
68 but he felt a burden on him and he wished to get it of
off I1 never attended
681
a better conference for union and business A number of 70s were also orga
nihed and a good feeling prevailed7l
nised
prevailed71
prevailed71
the saints had all through the senes which had transpired since the
death of our brethren been strongly exhorted to refrain from a spirit or conduct of revenge and bro richards had pledged his life that there should be
no revenge
69 taken on our part and it had been carefully observed but when elder ly691
man white wight came home from washington where he and elder kimball had gone on the business of josephs election as president he began to
exclaim against the governor calling him a little pusylanimous devil and said
that joseph was pleading with god for his damnation said curse the
temple and represented matters as though nauvoo was of no importance
any longer

william marks was the person who informed sidney rigdon of the higher
ordinances is supported by the fact that marks favored rigdons
Rig dons claim for leadership at this time
marks had received these ordinances during the lifetime of joseph smith see speech of orson hyde
delivered before the high priests quorum in nauvoo april 27th 1845 liverpool james and wood6speculation
speculation that

burn 1845

p 15
19while
while no formal action of a general conference of the church had displaced sidney rigdon
and william law as members of the first presidency nevertheless joseph smith appeared to depend
on hyrum smith and amasa lyman rather than on rigdon and law
this decision to appoint high priests to preside over districts was announced in a proc
gammation
maddon
lam mation
iam
lammarion
lammation
marion to the church of jesus christ of latter day saints dated 1I january 1845 published in
matlon
the prophet and the millennial star 5152 since the saints were forced from illinois soon after the
endowments were given in the nauvoo temple they never were able to carry out this decision
ithe
the october 1844 conference was a time for a major restructuring of the quorum leadership of
the church it was the beginning of a year of union and peace among the saints a year which saw
unprecedented growth in housing and in work on the temple
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georgel miller the liberty to locate the
joseph had given bishop george
black river company ie those men who had been cutting pine for the
temple according to their discretion he72 got them and what he could besides
with all the means he could muster and left this place and went up the river to locate there he seemed to consider that we were too corrupt for them to
keep the commandments of god amongst us this is
71 stated by one of his party his conduct was contrary to the mind of the
711
rest of the 12 and was reproved by them he left us and took all he could of
men and means just at a time when it was necessary to stand firmly together
but at the conference 4 was
wa several bore witness to his excellent properties and
pattens13
he was continued in his place as one of the 12 in bro D pattens75
Pattens7513 stead james
aleso led off a small party I1 know
emmett74
Emmett74 allso
72 not whither these with rigdons party besides other individuals has
721
caused some to say that nauvoo has had a mighty puke and it is the bad
stuff that is thrown up soon
oon after the death of joseph and hyram the building of the temple was resumed with great vigor and proceeded more rapidly
than it had ever done before so that before the next Winter 75 all the faces of
the capitals were up and all but six of windows
73 turned so that we began to feel encouraged ands to anticipate the com751
731
pletion of the work of which joseph laid the foundation the work of building houses also in the city has of late gone well and our city is becoming
inghouses
large and populous we have also obtained more arms to defend ourselves with
and many of our men are diligently learning the use of the sword
74
january 4 since the death of joseph and hyram the building of
741 1846
the temple has gone on rapidly and contrary to the expectation and prophecy
of sidney rigdon16
rigdon76
Rigdon7616 and others the roof has been put on the spire put up and
beautifully ornamented the temple is indeed a noble structure and 1I suppose
the architects of our day know not of what order to call it gothic dorick
corinthian or what 1I call it heavenly the upper room is finished and about
the beginning of
75 december it was dedicated and the 12 began to give to the saints their
751
andd as
70 an
701

5

endowment on the 6 th of december 1I entered it for the first time and I1
truly felt as though 1I had gotten out of the world and on friday the 12th 1I

viz lyman wight
7viz
kviz
lyman wight one of the twelve apostles later to be dubbed by william W phelps as the
wild ram of the mountains was ordained an apostle in the stead of david W patten one of the
original twelve who was killed in 1838 in missouri
B H roberts notes ofjames
71b
of james emmett that he was quite active in the affairs of the church in
missouri but just a bit uncertain in his conduct
he was always a restless impatient man and
ambitious of leadership which led him into great trouble and final separation from the church
fn
HC 7270 an
viz december 1844
on 2 september 1844 sidney rigdon ordained some individuals prophets priests and kings
710n
and taught that it was not necessary to build the temple that it never would be built that god
had rejected the church
see speech of orson hyde delivered begore
before the high priests quorum april
27th 1845 p 17
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and my wife received our endowment having formerly received it in the days
of joseph and hyram but it is now given in a more perfect manner because of
better convenience 77 the 12 are very strict in attending to the true and proper
71 my sister mercy
form on sunday the 21st 986 had received their endowment 78

ac at this time strong
R thompson is regularly employed there washing &c
attempts are making to take the 12 it seems as tho earth and hell are mad to
see the work of the priesthood proceeding so rapidly the united states martial
has been here for some time searching and laying in wait for the 12 and some
others he searched the temple through but in vain the brethren have had to
disguise themselves and conceal themselves to escape them the charge is trea76

son

ac wherever they go with six shooter pistols
77 you may see the 12 &c
771

19
79

in

their pockets but thus far they have been preserved and are ministering in the
temple and teaching the way of life and salvation many hands are employed
in the lower parts of the temple the font also is about finished and ready for

temple ordinances were administered during the lifetime of joseph smith in four locations
tempie
joseph smiths first home in nauvoo the old homestead the mansion house brigham
youngs home and the red brick store in the first three locations available space restricted the
ordinances in the red brick store the first place where temple ordinances were administered
the large open upper floor of the store was set up as joseph envisioned the interior of a temple should
be using canvas he had the room partitioned into several sections representing the stages of mans
progression from his creation to his future possible place in the celestial kingdom he engaged
shadrach roundy noah rogers dimick B huntington daniel cams and lucius N scovil on 3
and 4 may 1842 to help arrange the room preparatory to giving endowments scovil later testified
that we
went to work making the necessary preparations and everything was arranged representing the interior of a temple as much as the circumstances would permit he being with us dic77

tating everything he gave us many items that were very interesting to us which sank with deep
weight upon my mind especially after the temple was finished at nauvoo and I1 had received the
ordinances
I1 can and do testify that I1 know of a surety that room was fitted up by his order
which we finished in the forenoon of the said 4th
ath of may 1842
letter of lucius N scovil to the
editor deseret news semi
weekly 15 february 1884 p 22.
semiweekly
brigham young one of the nine men
who received their endowments on 4 may recorded joseph divided up the room the best he
could
after we completed these ordinances brother joseph turned to me and said brother brigham this is not arranged perfectly however we have done the best we could under the circumstances in which we are placed I1 wish you to take this matter in hand organize and systematize all
these ceremonies
each time we performed the ordinances under josephs supervision I1 got
something more so I1 was able to organize them when we performed the ordinances in the temple
at nauvoo 1I understood and knew how to situate everything we had our ceremonies pretty corL john nuttall
rect
nuttaii diary originals in archives and manuscripts harold B lee library brignuttail
ham young university under date of 7 february 1877.
1877 both brigham young and lucius N scovil
report that joseph smith was concerned that the size of the upper room of the store
score prevented him
from presenting a perfect representation of the interior of endowment rooms for a temple however
in the nauvoo temple where there was two and a half times more floor space than in the store joseph fielding asserts that the additional space gave better convenience in presenting the ordinances

actually by 21 december 1845 only 564 persons had received their endowments it was not
until after activities of thursday 26 december that 986 had received ordinances the figure announced at the sunday 28 december meeting in the temple was 986 fielding was present at the
meeting of the twenty first and was probably present at the meeting held the twenty eighth when
he heard the figure but when writing in his journal a week later sunday 4 january he most likely
heber C kimball 21 november 1845 7 january
projected the number back to 21 december
1846 journal church historical department under dates given
gorson
orson pratt while on a mission east purchased 400 worth of six shooters see
sec
see HC 7543
78 78actually
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organised
use 80 the saints at the same time are organized
organi sed into companies and are pre81
181
111
paring to leave nauvoo for some unknown location in the west81
west111

West

78 having been compelled to promise to leave our homes and our
781
wh eather we can dispose of them or not in the coming spring by the
wheather
sheather

aground
arround us and
tening to finish
came to navoo
lavoo
john Fu
fullmer
illmer

struct

lIlmer

temple
gentiles

the nation sanction their proceedings and the church are hasthe temple before we leave james emmett82
emmett81
Emmett8281 a short time ago
and was taken into the church again and bros sherwood and
were sent out to his company 600 miles from this place to in-

79
791 them and baptise them if they desired it which they did they and lyman
white wight and his company are daily remembered here by the saints before the lord elder W Woodruff 83 and the saints in england are also remembered before the lord about 2 months ago bro turley84
Turley84 was taken on a
charge of bogus making at alton was kept 4 or 5 weeks in a wretched condition in irons was then taken to springfield tried and let to bail till next

persued before
june but pursued

on the

46 mary ann85
anns5 received her endowment in the
86 in the
sealed86
temple by heber C
temple friday the 23 of jany 1846 we were sealed
pratt
kimball and on the same day we were also anointed by parley P pratt87
80
801

3rd
ard of jany

monday 26 our 4 children were washed anointed and sealed to josh &
hannah Fielding 888 and we joseph & hannah were sealed to hyrum smith
81
1811

lower two floors of the nauvoo temple were solemn assembly rooms nearly equivalent in
design to the kirtland temple there was a basement floor which included the baptismal font used
in performing baptisms for the dead work continued on these lower floors even after the exodus
began the temple was completed for a private dedication 30 april 1846 and for a public dedicans where the saints expressed their final devotion in building the temple
dedicacio
tion 1 may 1846 dedications
commanded but which they would never fully use
which the lord had commandedbut
81in
in a letter to the united states secretary of war dated 17 december 1845 less than two
stated that the calculation for the move west was for
months prior to the exodus brigham young seated
rhe
dle
die church to locate on vancouver island but a month later on 20 january 1846 in a circular of
the
the high council of nauvoo the church move was contemplated for a good valley in the neighborhood of the rocky mountains A photograph of the 17 december 1845 letter may be found in
russell R rich ensign to the nations provo brigham young university publications 1972 p
53 the circular is copied in HC 77570
570
see an
sce
fn 74
3 3wilford
twilford
wilford woodruff was called on a mission to england in august of 1844 and left nauvoo
with his family on the twenty eighth of that month he did not return until 13 april 1846 in
time to help supervise the dedication of the temple wilford woodruff journal under dates given

the

church historical department
84 theodore turley was finally released from this
unjust imprisonment
impnsonment and returned to nauvoo
18 december 1845 see heber C kimball 1845 1846 journal 18 december 1845 and HC 17532
552
532
7552
545

mary ann peak bom
81mary
born 29 october 1806 at bolton lancashire england was joseph fieldings
first and only plural wife they were sealed sometime before july 1845 giving birth to their first
child 22 march 1846
both hannah and mary ann were sealed in the temple to joseph fielding for time and eternity on 23 january 1846 confirming the previous sealing they could receive only in an imperfect

manner outside the temple
falness of the priesthood
here he registers that he received the ordinances of the fulness
88since
since joseph and hannahs four children were bom
born to them before their marriage was sealed
by the power of the holy priesthood it was according to mormon doctrine necessary for their children to be sealed to them for eternity as if they had been bom
born under the promises of abraham
isaac and jacob these blessings pronounced by the priesthood were not promised by ministers nor
civil authorities authorized to perform marriages
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for time and eternity by elders B young & H C kimball89
Kimball89
our 4 children are rachel bom
born at preston county of lancaster england
on the 27 of june 1839
ellen born in preston aforesaid on the 9th
ath of feb 1841
heber born in nauvoo on the 20 of july 1843
82 joseph born at nauvoo on the 13th of july 184690
jan29 46 last eve called at the temple many were receiving their endowaground us it is generment and numbers waiting to be sealed all things dark arround
ally expected the county is to be put under martial law affidavits have
hae been
made at washington by rigdon or william smith and adams or all that we
intend to go and bring on the indians against the government and the design
is to prevent our going
83 by putting us under martial law and to hem us in on all sides and then
851
831
ac it is hard to think of our brethren phe
the
A leaving
to torment us with writs &c
us while everything is going so well especially in the temple
feb 18 for about the last 2 weeks the saints have been busily crossing
ac and having a great deal of public
the river mississippi with their waggons
wiggons &c
property such as cannons guns and other weapons and ammunition printing press and other mechanical
84 and farming implements and the church Records 91 &c
ac seed spring
841
wheat also intending if possible to put it into the ground in the spring
as possible for such
these with a suitable supply of provision at least as far asl
an unknown journey have taken all the teams that could be mustered both
horses and oxen I1 suppose they have over 200 teams they cross the river in
flat boats they have about 112 mile to go on the water and it is hard
across the stream the wind has often been too
strong for them and they were obliged to wait 1I suppose by this time they are
all on the other side 6 days ago 1I went over to see the camp which is 5 or 6
miles from the river the camp ground is by sugar creek where they have
plenty of wood and water a good place for such a purpose on the night of
the 13th the snow fell and covered the ground and the l4th
14th was a very
lath
rough day snowing all the day long
85
851

work to row them

86
861 I1 felt much for them some had tents and some waggon covers and
some neither of them this day is also rough snowing all the day from the
north but it is not very cold when 1I think that men with some women and
children should be so exposed

89as
As joseph and hannahs children needed to be sealed to their parents so also joseph and han
nah needed to be sealed to parents who were worthy of the sealing ordinances since josephs par
encs
ents were not members of the church he elected to be sealed to hyrum smith his brother in law
ants
and deceased patriarch to the church the law of adoption that operated to establish the patriarchal order was intended to connect all families who would be exalted in the celestial kingdom

back to adam the first man

see gordon irving

the law of adoption one

phase of the devel-

1974 291
19741291.
opment of the mormon concept of salvation 1830 1900 BYU studies 14 spring 19741291
gosee
see an
birchdare
date
dare of his son joseph joseph was bom
birthdate
birth
born 13 june 1845
birthrate
fn 7 on this discrepancy of the birch
and was present at his sealing to his parents
91 91inventories
inventories of church records packaged for the trek across the plains are available in a new
supplement to the newel K whitney papers harold B lee library brigham young university
there is an inventory
inventor of church property that was under the care of whitney
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the

camp travailed

traveled slowly the road being bad and weather
rough and cold sometimes having to put 8 or 10 yoke of oxen to a waggon
till they came to what they called garden grove92
grove9l
grovell about ms is blackl
blank
biank miles
blankl
from navoo
ploug hing and planting and after staying
ploughing
lavoo where they commenced sloughing
there a while the greater

part of them moved on a distance of ms is blank miles where they arrived in time to put in other crops some of which came to perfection but
some did not they fenced in a large field having grand river as a fence on
the west side this place they called pisgah 93 both of these places seem to
have been very sickly and have proved to be the home of many of the saints
many of them are there mingled with the dust before they had time to reap
the fruit of their labours
laboure the main part of the camp again moved westward
till they crossed the missouri river about 3 miles from which they encamped
and went to work at getting hay for the winter and in the fall of the year
they moved on to the bank of
88 the river they had been compeled
compelled to barter their property horses har881
ness beds and Clo
ac to the Missourians
missourians for provision and made great
athing &c
cloathing
sacrifices brother samuel bent94 was left as president in garden grove and
brother charles C rich in pisgah 95 but during the summer the former was
called home having done his work I1 believe to the satisfaction of all the
saints he had long been president of the high council and the latter was
general of the nauvoo legion a man of unblemished Car
caracture
carachure
acture
89
891 but to return to navoo
lavoo where 1I spent the summer for want of means to
get away I1 sold my house and 20 acres of land for 200 dols in trade taking
2 horses a waggon a coat cloth and a few 412
4
dol in cash the land was
in good cultivation 120 rods of good rail fence a frame house 16 feet by
24 filled in with bricks a pretty garden a number of aple trees and peach
trees just ready to bear fruit and an excellent well 21 feet deep not 2 miles
from the temple I1 paid for the land in its wild state 160 dois
nois built the
nols
dols
ac so that the price of the whole would not near pay the cost one of
house &c
the horses 1I took for the place 1I soon found to
backy balky and I1 only got in trade for her a small yoke of young
gol be bauky
90
901
oxen the last harvest we had in nauvoo was uncommonly great the land in
general bringing forth in abundance as much as 60 bushels of corn to the
acre I1 had about 600 bus on 10 acres in short the whole place was as the
garden of the lord for fruitfulness this was of course a great blessing to the
saints but still it made the sacrifice appear the greater soon after I1 sold my
place 1I removed my family and goods to the house on my sisters farm
87
871

garden grove iowa territory was approximately 145 miles from nauvoo
93mount pisgah iowa territory was located 27 miles northwest of garden grove and 172 miles
mount
from nauvoo
9samuel
ssamuel
samuel bent was one of the original members of the nauvoo high council and became its
president before the exodus from nauvoo he died in garden grove 16 august 1846
95 charles coulson rich was actually the secon
d presiding elder over the saints in mount pisgah
second
he had served as counselor to the first president william D huntington when huntington died
on 19 august 1846 charles C rich became president
92
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brother hyrams where my Sister 96 thought of planting some grain
but we found it to be useless & 1I did not so much as plant the smallest garthreaten ings against the
den stuff the enimies
enemies all around were breathing out threatenings
saints till at one time as eight men were reaping wheat for one of the
91 about 12 miles from nauvoo a com97
members of the church siro davis91
Davis
davis97
pany of about 80 armed men in carriages and on horses came upon them
took them one by one a short distance to the place where one of their friends
had been killed the year before and they supposed of course the saints had
killed him and there gave each of them a severe whiping
shiping took some of their
guns off and broke others of them
92 the w eight made the best of their way to nauvoo and as soon as they
921
91
had made the matter known the new Citie
zens 98
they being the officers of
citiezens
91 called
911

to
once A endeavour to bring
the city in union with the saints determined at oncea
the ring leaders of the mob to justice and the next day towards evening a
posse left nauvoo and went to the house of captain mccalla
malla
maila
malia in the night
whith
and took him and 2 others and a gun which they found in his house chith
they had taken from the eight men and brought them home to nauvoo to
the
take their trial but in a few days we were informed that A mob had kidnapped 4 of our brethren and one of the new citiezens
Citie zens 5 in all and

that they had them in a place called pontusuck99 14 miles off the sunday
after about 50 horse and foot men armed formed a posse left nauvoo in the
travilee
Pontus uck by daylight
tra viled in the night and came to pontusuck
evening traviled
day light in the
morning 1I was one of them the first thing we saw was a couple of mounted
men as a picket guard some of our party chased them for some distance one
of them sprang through the brush and got into the field but the other they
pursued and overtook him the said there were about as many of them together
placede we saw
in the vilage as there were of us A little before we came to the placee
placec
mens heads starting up
94 in the brush wood on the side of the road and we could not tell how
941
many there might be concealed we halted and and brother wm
W anderson the
thoir
their his authority that he had
captain of the posse called out and told them choir
been legally authorised
authorized and sent with a posse to apprehend such as were not
subject to law we had been very privateabout
about coming to this place but still
private
teabout
priva
our comming was expected there and just as we got to the vilage we were in
loud voices commanded to halt and we beheld a body of men partly concealed
in the brush some of the foremost of them called
us to
95 out to
951
A halt or they would instantly fire upon us we were then
within gunshot of them each of us had his gun cocked and ready to return the
93
951
931

fielding smith
gamos
amos davis was a captain in the nauvoo legion
9
the new citizens were not natives or previous citizens of hancock county they had moved
into nauvoo when the saints vacated the city
pontoosuc
99pontoosuc
Pontoo suc was located gih
9 vi miles northeast of nauvoo
96vi2
viz mary
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fire if they fire but wm cutler one of our captains told them our authority
ac and no gun was fired some of them were very mad and swore bitterly
&c
and we began taking some of them prisoners and finally we tooki
cooki 14 of them
took
and after searching several of the houses to find the captives we brought them
to nauvoo on the way we were joined by a small company who had left
nauvoo in the morning
96
961 to come to our assistance if we should need it we brought them to
nauvoo and there was some rejoicing in the city the next day we went off
in a posse in search of the five captives and that night we slept on the open
phairy the night was cold and we had nothing to cover us or but little at one
prairy
the next morning we started divided into two companies and searched several
houses to find if possible either the captives or those that took them but
the former were taken off by those that held them for fear we should find
them at the time we went to pontusuck
Pontus uck they had them within hearing of us
a little out of the vilagebut
vilage but on finding that
97 we were there they marched them off but we found their stuff a double
971
ac belonging to phineas young who was on
horse waggon containing flour &c
his way home from the mill and a buggy these we took home the names of
the captives were phineas young and brigham his son james standing ms is
angloo blank line
and100
blank balentine andloo
when we then went out in a posse it put all of them in fear and we
could scarcely
scarely find a man at his home by day or by night we did not return
home till saturday eve but our labor was in vain the mob party took every
way they could to deceive us and lead us on the wrong track as we learned afterwards
terwards they were taken from place to place every day through the woods &c
ac
having eight men to guard them
through the woods some of them being sick with ague but
ered or stopt
they were often told that if they fault
faultered
stept they would instantly shoot
fiat a time and place to do it and were on the
them several times they had fixt
point of it but were prevented through fear through the mercy of god we
searched for them all this week and most of the next week going as far as 30
or more miles some times going all night and sometimes with but little to
eat our horses were much reduced and we were weary this was just in
wheat harvest and so much were the people in fear of us that many large
fields of wheat were destroyed for want of cutting for they durst not be
seen but some of them said they would wait upon untill
until
99 after harvest after being in captivity over 2 weeks they all returned safly
991
ed th the old
commuted
home being let go by a fresh guard to whom they had commit
commited
to
ones attended a meeting in carthage they were gladly received home A their
wives and friends indeed it was far more than we expected ever to see them
again not long after this the mob began to collect and to threaten us with defirst at goldings point to the number of 200 or 300 from whence
struction
st
98 who hurried
981

othe first name of ballantyne was richard and the other Uunnamed captive was a
the
rich ensign to the nations p 39

mr herring
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they dispersed through fear but soon began to gather again near carthage
where they lay encamped a number of weeks to the no
N of 900 as far as 1I can
gather untill early in september they marched into nauvoo my two sisters
smith and thompson and myself with our families
sipi with all our goods except two
missisipi
100 had just got over the river Missi
1001
loo
Citie zens they came and enboat loads before they came in contact with the citiezens
camped on the farm that I1 had just left they took this course to avoid any
ambushment that might be laid for them from thence they sent balls into the
city but before they came near the temple they were met and repulsed but I1
a

shall not attempt to record the whole of that scene of outr
outage
the poor
outrge
butr
Age
saints had to flee sick or well they hastened to thel
zens
the river but the Citie
citiezens
judged it not best to let men leave when they were so much needed but the
sick the women and children got over as fast as they could 1I went down to
the bank of the river and found many of the saints in distress some had left
their goods and were destitute of food and clothing others had left their husbands in the
101
1011
eloi
lol
iol
loll battle the cannons

roared tremendously on both sides for several
days 101 but the mob as it seems to me found themselves losers and a
plan was got up to prevent their own destruction ca
c2 A committee came from
quincy professing to be friends to both sides and proposed to put a stop to
the fighting on turms
durms which the saints thought it best to accept as the mob
increased daily and they the few saints 1 I suppose not more in numbers than
150 were almost forsaken of the new citizens the number slain of the mob is
not well known but it is probable that 150 fell in battle and altho their numbers was so great and that of the saints so small the former said to be not less
than 1100 yet but three of the saints were slain brother anderson and his
son and a brother norris this is truely surpising102
surpisinglo
113 and
102 the turms
1021
durms of peace were of course such as would suit the mob 103
as soon as the saints had agreed to lay down their arms they had to flee but
many of their arms were taken from them the mob found themselves in possession of the city and they proceeded to capture rob and plunder in the
most fiend like and unlawful manner they rendivouzed in the temple we had
guareded
gua reded it by night and day a long time feeling unwilling to leave it in their
hands but they now had it to themselves they even preached in it and cursed
the saints but did no great damage to it thinking it would add to the value
of their property they treated the saints with various kinds of indignity some

battle for nauvoo began 10 september 1846 on the morning of the fifteenth the
intercedes
inter ceded as mediators and negotiated the terms of peace which of course
quincy committee interceded
cormons governor ford inmeant the immediate and final expulsion from nauvoo of nearly all mormons
cormons and their allies were 1400 1500 men strong eight
dicates that the forces against the 150 mormons
hundred of these men were armed rich ensign to the nations pp
ap 42 46
the number of casualties joseph fielding reports suffered by the attackers is far too high the
mob reported that 12 we
re wounded and that only one had died fieldings report of the casualties
were
mormons is accurate rich ensign to the nations p 45
43
among the cormons
103the
the terms of peace may be found in B H roberts A comprehensive history of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints century 1I 6 vols provo brigham young university press 1965

this
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they pushed over the river in haste some they took and tried some they baptized &c
ac but in the midst of this some more
103 humane from quincy brout up a quantity of clothing and provision for
1031
105
the poor as they got over the river where the poor saints were in great numbers here also the lord sent upon them as it were a shower of quails 104 they

came in vast flocks many came into the houses where the saints were settled on the tables and the floor and even on their laps so that they caught as
many as they pleased thus the lord was mindful of his people and it was truly
ac only 3 of our bretha matter of astonishment that in all this persecution &c
ren lost their lives the trustees still stayed in the city viz john S fulmer
115 as soon as this unlawful proceeding
alman babbit and joseph L heywood 105
was staid we my sisters and myself
mysel started on the way to the camp of the

fl

saints

104 having 9 waggons
Wag gons 6 of them sister smiths I1 sister thompsons
Thomp sons and 2
wiggons
1041
my own in sis smiths family 6 men 5 women besides one sister that came
with her 4 children sis thompson one little girl in my family 2 men 2
women and 5 children and we had together besides our teams 21 lose cattle
as cows ac
&c 43 sheep

the visitation of

from nauvoo

the quails occurred 9 october 1846 three weeks after the final expulsion
rich ensign to the nations p 46

three council of fifty members john S fullmer almon W babbitt and joseph L heywood had been appointed by brigham young to remain in nauvoo as trustees of the churchs
churche
property they were holding out the bleak hope that a reasonable price could be had for property in
order to help finance the saints trek west HC 7569
7 569
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